22re performance

This is how you know our name. When the available parts don't meet his strict standards, he
has them manufactured to his specs. These aren't the off-the-shelf engines you get from chain
store rebuilders. These aren't the sloppily built "insert three-letter named company" long blocks
engines using inferior parts. We aren't an assembly line builder using parts from the lowest
bidder assembled by a person staring at a clock waiting for their shift to end. Jim builds
engines specific for each customer, so we do not have engines on a shelf ready to ship. Quality
engine building takes time. All the under-hood stuff you'll need. We sell mostly factory OE parts
direct from the manufacturer. In some cases, when they are not available, we've made it
ourselves. Under hood maintenance parts and plenty of other goodies. One of the coolest
features of Baja Designs lights are how easy they are to customize. Any of the above combos
can be turned into an amber with a snap on rock guard or replace the original lens with a full
amber lens. The lenses are sealed with an o-ring not siliconed sealed like the junk variety which
makes lens swapping a piece of cake. Oh, and backed by a lifetime warranty. They engineered
the parts the way they did for longevity and strength. Click around, buy some parts. I dare you.
LED for those that want the best. Time for the good stuff. Toyota Motor Corporation produced
the 2. The turbocharged 22RTE had a brief to production run. The engine underwent a
significant redesign in to solve timing chain problems. There were few differences between post
22R and 22RE engines other than the 22RE having fuel injection. The 22R was the successor to
the 2. The 20R, 22R and 22RE enjoyed immense popularly with Toyota owners in North America
for their workhorse dependability and reasonable power packed in tight four-cylinder blocks.
Through , the 20R and 22R powered the Celicas, which was one of Toyota's premier sellers in
the late s to mids. The engines featured hemispherical, swirl-inducing combustion chambers
not unlike the Hemi engine design by Chrysler. They had efficient cross-flow heads and long 3.
The 22R had round exhaust ports and the 22RE had keyhole-shaped exhaust ports. The 22RTE,
which powered some pickups and 4Runners, derived from the 22RE, but with a different head
and block, dished pistons and combustion chambers shaped differently. The 22RTE also
featured different oil passages. In addition to the Celica, the 22R powered the Toyota Corona, to
Hilux pickup, to pickup and the 4Runner. The 22RE powered the to Hilux, the to standard pickup
and the to 4Runner. However, the Celica entered in the race had a U. The team dropped the
22RE in the Celica, qualified for the race, and then finished third place behind two six-cylinder
BMWs. It was the highest finish for any 22RE-powered Toyota. The carbureted 22R, from to ,
developed 72 horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. The to 22R generated 81 horsepower and
foot-pounds of torque. The 22RE in produced 78 horsepower and a foot-pound torque rating,
and then saw output climb in to 84 horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. Toyota motorhomes
had different horsepower ratings. The turbocharged 22RTE generated horsepower and a
whopping foot-pounds of torque. Both the 22R and 22RE had a 9-to-1 compression ratio.
Carburetors varied through the production run. The 22R initially featured a stock single-barrel
cfm carb. However, owners could also fit their 22Rs with a single-barrel cfm Weber, dual
Webbers with or cfm, or the dual Mikuni 40 PHH or 44 PHH with cfm and cfm respectively. Rob
Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years experience reporting and editing for newspapers and
magazines. His experience ranges from legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East.
Specs The carbureted 22R, from to , developed 72 horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. Our
Stage 2 is designed and built to get the most performance from your stock fuel system. A
perfect choice for anyone looking to improve low end torque while still retaining driveability and
a smooth idle. Reliability is never sacrificed with any of engines since we chose the right parts
and Jim's precision machine work. The cylinder head port work, oversized stainless steel valves
and custom camshaft profiles we've designed work together to get the most gains possible
without having to monkey with a stand alone engine management system. Idle remains smooth,
throttle response is improved and the torque curve is moved lower into the rev range for more
useable power. Some people report back with better fuel economy too it'll depend on how heavy
your right foot is, though. All of our engine builds start with factory cores ONLY block,
crankshafts, connecting rods, camshafts, rocker arms, etc , we will never use the 'new' chinese
parts. We know better. Intake and exhaust pockets are hand ported and blended at valve side.
NEW 65lb. Stage 2 rebuilt engine. View fullsize. Tired of needing to downshift to pick up a little
more speed? No need to look any further! Please confirm the gap between the radiator and the
core support is less than an inch before ordering. We also sell three core heavy-duty radiators
that hug up against the core support like the factory radiator if you want to mend any issues
with fitment. LC Engineering will not warranty any cam damage if you do not purchase new
Toyota rocker arms from LC Engineering, or a complete rocker arm assembly from LC
Engineering at the same time as purchasing this kit. Check out LCEngineering. Close Menu. The
ceramic-coated finish helps our header resist harsh elements for a longer life and better heat
retention. Includes our mid-pipe, flanges and clamps to complete the install. The increase in

throttle response should be impressive and give you the confidence to make it over those big
hills! All the while you will still enjoy your everyday driveability. This brand new throttle body
comes with all new mechanical components for many miles of trouble-free use. Since this is an
all-new unit, there is no core charge! LC Engineering EFI Pro Camshaft: This is the highest
horsepower and torque producing cam we can make that will work trouble-free with the stock
computer and internals. LCE camshafts are not re-grinds; they are ground on new billets and
double heat-treated for longer life. Contact our Tech Support Line for further information at
Note: Images are for illustration purposes only. Images may not represent the product listed.
Please contact customer service with any questions or concerns: LC Engineering Inc. Select
Your Options. Please Select Black Silver. Suggested with your install Great combo! Email to a
Friend. Built per customer order. We also have early 22R blocks with 20R cyl head available.
This Item will ship VIA Freight please include a business address to ship to with a loading dock
or fork lift or a Depot for you to go pick up near you will be provided. Any other engine items
you wish to be installed on the engine just add to your cart and we will install at no extra
charge. Please allow weeks for build time. Week days. JavaScript seem to be disabled in your
browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this
website. Manifolds, plenums, injectors, throttle bodies, etc. More Views. Choose a selection I
have read the conditional warranty guidelines link found in the description. Qty: Add to Cart.
NOTE: 20R available too. Please drain your oil and remove your oil filter before returning your
core. Return of core is the responsibility of the customer. We can arrange shipping. Please ask
for return shipping quote if you would like us to set up the return. Block surface is decked. New
rear main seal and housing installed. New brass freeze plugs are installed. All threads are tap
chased and cleaned. Crankshaft is reground. NEW timing cover installed. Front balancer
installed. Valves are adjusted and eng is shipped at TDC. Intake and exhaust valves get a 4
angle valve job. Exhaust valve seats are fully radiused. New valve springs. New ITM steel guide
timing chain set. New ITM oil pump. Valve cover baffle removed for cleaning and re installed.
Cleaned and painted oil pan. Oil pan and pick up tube are installed. Product Tags Add Your
Tags:. My Cart. You have no items in your shopping cart. Compare Products. All Rights
Reserved. Has your stock 22R or 22RE engine given up and isn't rebuildable anymore, or do
you want to go through the hassle of a rebuild? How about an all brand new, street-able,
performance replacement? You read that right! An all brand new cast iron block and cylinder
head with a stroker crank, H-beam rods, and a Pro Torquer cam, all built and ready for you to
drop in, and does not require stand alone engine management for an EFI setup. Each one of
these ALL NEW engines is hand assembled and tested over the entire process by one person
per engine from oil pan to valve cover. The final steps include running the engine on our dyno
for initial cam break-in and final shake-down testing. A Long Block engine replacement will
require swapping out parts from the original engine to the long block. These parts include the
intake manifold, the exhaust manifold, distributor, alternator, power steering pump if installed in
the vehicle , and air conditioner compressor if installed in the vehicle. As a general rule of
thumb, all LC Street Stroker long blocks will be assembled entirely from valve cover to oil pan,
but will not include intake, exhaust, or ignition. Check out LCEngineering. Close Menu. Street
Stroker Long Block Has your stock 22R or 22RE engine given up and isn't rebuildable anymore,
or do you want to go through the hassle of a rebuild? Wait, say what??? Will 1 year unlimited
miles do? Note: Images are for illustration purposes only. Images may not represent the
product listed. Please contact customer service with any questions or concerns: LC
Engineering Inc. Part Number : Temproarily Unavailable. New motor. Author Topic: Who builds
a the best 22RE? Read times. So I blew a head gasket after k miles in my 87 4runner. Figured I
install a new gasket to get me by until I build a new motor. Well, the head is cracked and now
I'm thinking about just doing the new motor now. I've had Engine masters do a Chevy short
block for my Malibu and they did a great job but that is a Chevy. Not sure how they are with
22RE's. I hear that Clovis machine is pretty good and that a guy named Glenn out on
whitesbridge also builds engines just not sure where to go. So where have you guys gone to
have your engines either rebuilt or simply machined? I would prefer a long block so I can just
drop it in but I can put together a short block if necessary. Any info and opinions appreciated. I
should add that I would like to keep it pretty much stock as "beefed" up 22RE's don't do too well
in the long run. If I want more power I would rather do a 3rz swap but not sure that I want to
undertake that job. Maybe someone locally does that I would go that route. So if you know
about a local place to do that swap chime in too. Do, whatever makes you feel comfortable.
Because, any engine builder can build a 22RE. From many members on this site, a 22RE is
stupidly simple to build, but I've never felt comfortable enough to do it myself. I'd rather have a
complete motor built. I have many friend who just do a top end, only to have to tear into the
lower end later due to rod knock or lower end issues. Staying stock and original is cool and

they do last a long time on that original bottom end but you do have alot of miles on that thing. I
once swaped in a good stock bottom end with the "don't mess with the stock bottom end"
theorey but I spun out a rod bearing within about 15K miles. The next time I got ahold of a good
original bottom end I simply freshened it up with new stock sized rod and main bearings and
rings from Toyota. This worked alot better and that truck ios still driving around years later. All
the journals and bores were within spec and it didn't cost much at all. I know it is intimidating at
first but I really think it's worth your while to learn to rebuild yourself. It will cost less and they
are stupid easy to do They aren't hard at all to build. I have done two so far. As long as you have
confidence in your mechanicing skills. When I built mine I went. The recommedation for the
head milling is no more than 10 thous for valve clearances but I haven't had a problem as of yet.
I have 12k miles on it already. Runs great and has lots of power. It had about 20K on it when I
bought it back in Engine has ran strong, problem free, and is peppy as hell. Been very
dependable. I would go with them again if I wanted a custom built Toyota engine. There is a guy
in Chico California who builds the best 22re. I had mine built about 2k miles ago and has been
awsome. Look him up at his website 22re performance. Talk to Jim Putney. He can build you
anything from a relaiable stocker to a pro racer. I know these engines are simple to put together
,but correct machining process ,torque and matched quality do make a difference on reliability.
Vang , 86yoter and slimlaudin like this. With , miles I would NOT just put a new head on to keep
it stock. I bought my 4Runner with a blown head gasket at , and just put a head gasket on to get
it going. So I decided to rebuild it myself. I found a machine shop that builds street drag Honda
engines because they were the only shop I could find that could torque plate bore the block. I
bought a LCE rebuild kit. Had the engine torque plate bored. Balanced everything including the
flywheel. Decked the block and machined the head. Mild port work done. Also installed mild
cam and stiffer valve springs. Put the engine togather myself and am very happy with the
results. After the rebuild the truck runs smooth all the way up to 6, RPMs and idles smooth too.
It has been over 30, miles and still running strong. I rebuilt the engine years ago before I found
out about the 3rz swap. If I were to blow a motor now I think it would be cheaper to install a used
3rz, ether way it's a lot of work. My build thingy Definetly builds the best heads and puts alot of
time into his engines. He's got several youtube videos up of how he builds and machines his
engines. Worth taking the time to watch if you're in doubt. Spartan lockers, 4. Iv stood toe to toe
with some of the baddest joes you'll ever see but i never back away. Knock me down and ill
stand back up screamin bring it on. My mind and heart keep me goin long after my body is tired
from fighting. Special Ops bound when my time comes. Putney seems to be the overall choice.
The problem with rebuilding the bottom end is, the 22r was a blueprinted motor from the
factory, Super tight tolerances. Their rebuild specs in their books, if anyone has ever used
them, are VERY lenient. For everything from trans to engine. These engines were setup
extremely critical when they were first made, regardless what the fsm would have you believe.
Ive personally seen how rods are checked, and resized. Its not a very easy task to do extremely
critical. This is the case on many of the specs on the motor, Including turning the crank, Thrust
washer clearance, yada yada. This rarely, if ever happens. Ive dealt with more 22rs than the avg
guy. Quote from: Sparkplug on Jan 02, , PM. Lol, thats the problem. Its all dependent, There
arent magic numbers, The machinist would have to take his time to figure all that out. If he did,
he would almost definitely not make his money out of it, unless he charged you accordingly,
which most arent willing to pay for when they hear the cost. There is so much to building a
reliable engine. To hear people say its easy is kind of rediculous. If that was the case you
wouldnt have legnedary engine builders, or people being paid s a hr, and having people ship
motor across continents to have certain builders do them. Engines living k, or handling insane
hp or boost is a true test of a build, not small amounts of miles, or hours wheeling in lo range.
For the people claiming 30k, 50k, 70k. This is why shops stay open, because to put an engine
together that lasts up to 50k miles, really is easy. Almost anyone can do it. Companies do it all
the time with new engines they release, and have horrible issues afterwards. After 50k, how the
hell are you going to prove the mach shop fault? Youve already done numerous fluid changes,
and prob alternator or something. Or its after the 2 or 3 yr warranty, instead of warrantying the
work itself. Granted there are shops that still do good honest work, and honor warranties, so im
told. Ive been through a bunch, and found flaws in all of them. Im speaking from experience
when I say keep it stock. Ive pulled apart a few "rebuilt" engines in my toyota time already. I
currently own a toyota with over k on the stock engine, and it just now got a new head. A stock
22r can go 30k on one oil change and not bat an eye, doubt most rebuilds would handle it near
as well. I don't have the tools to do all the machine work. I do have the tools to measure the
machine work. If you know the specs you want, you usually can get those specs If you decide to
do the 22r then go putney and if you wonder about the machine work then look on youtube.
They're very detailed. They take alot of pride in their work. Obviously 5vz would be the best

motor to put back in. More expensive though. I think BigMike and Marlin both run 3rz motors.
And for good reason, they're horses stock with fuel injection so they wont stall out on steep
hills and they are very strong motors. Obviously not a DD though. But if a 22r is what came out
of your 4runner then obviously its already a bolt in affair. Whereas the 3rz and 5vz both require
a little more work and money. They are do-able though. If i ever did another swap id do the 5vz
and work around the fitment issues with a hammer and a saw lol. You honestly cant go wrong
with a Toyota motor as long as its not the 3. Toyota probably will never compete with strokers
but They'll last and always keep kickin. Another one to look into is the newer 2. I think they
came out in 06 but dont quote me on that. It'd be even more work probably since they're newer
no one has really did a 2TR swap that iv seen but horses and lighter than a v6 sounds really
promising lol. Maybe one day BigMike will give us a write up on that. Sorry if i just put up alot of
numbers you didnt want to read, My family owns a race shop so iv seen alot of dynos and
motors and iv always thought dyno's are the only true proving ground for a motor. Also i know
there will be one richard head that says "the 22r had horses stock not " and try to start
something Im just letting the OP know different things about the different motors to choose
whatever he likes best. One last thing, in the first post it said beefed up 22re's dont last as long,
well i agree to an extent. And the whole blueprinted and balanced thing, well im not tryin to
argue but when i rebuilt my 22r before doing the swap i didnt really worry about getting
everything to EXACT specs and im coming up on 80, miles since then.. The only problems iv
had out of it at all is leaking front main seal. The head gasket leaks but thats my fault cause i
messed it up replacing the timing chain when the plastic guides broke at 70, miles. Thought my
rear main seal was leaking but it was a false alarm. If I had the skills, I'd go 3RZ in a heartbeat.
I've ridden in 88Pathy's on here, with 4. He still had a ways to go on the throttle, but he didn't
want to loose me. And he's running 5. But I'm an old racer who loves V8 muscle, and anything
larger than my 22RE would get me in trouble. I already drive it like I stole it. The 3rz runs well.
Cheesemaker likes this. Quote from: Cheesemaker on Jan 07, , AM. I'm pretty sure BigMike took
the charger off. Bill builds a bellhousing All products intended for Off-Road use. Prices subject
to change without notice. Page created in 0. Read times 0 Members and 1 Guest are viewing this
topic. Re: Who builds a the best 22RE? As others have stated that it is stupid easy. I am more
leaning to doing it myself as I am pretty mechanically inclined. After all I did install 3 short block
chevy's in my 64 malibu but then again there is no smog crap and only 1 vacuum advance hose
as compared to the many vacuum hoses of the 22RE which really isn't that many compared to
my 82 with a 22r holy does that one have a lot of hoses. I just don't have the time to do it myself
right now. I'm thinking that I'm going to replace the head and look for another 22re to slowly
rebuild as I have time then when its complete I can put it in. Hopefully the new head will give me
enough time which I think it might. I went over to the shop yesterday and took a look at the
cylinder walls on my engine since the head was off and they look pretty nice. No noticeable lip
or anything, they look good, but we'll see. And I do have a downey header for it and love it! I
actually did notice a little more pep in its step and I find that I am able to leave it in 5th gear
quite a bit more than before. I have a Downey header as well and likewise love it. Logged 88
4runner Dingman. They ARE NOT the chevy of the engine world like most joe blow machinists
will tell you So if you rebuild it, where should you be spec wise? As I know that I can easily slap
together a long block, hell I've built 3 small block chevy's but then again as you stated most
chevys start having issues after 50K miles. This is why I wanted to know who to go to other than
Toyota and get a new engine. Quote from: 22rMudToy on Jan 02, , PM If you decide to do the 22r
then go putney and if you wonder about the machine work then look on youtube. I agree. The
reason I was looking at the 3rz is that Big Mike here raves about it and that it has a actual timing
chain not a belt that needs changing every 90k miles like the 5vz. The 5vz also seems like much
more of a chore to work on that the simple 3rz. Perhaps I'm wrong I have not worked on either.
A mechanic friend of mine said he had done a couple of 3rz conversions and that he didn't
really notice much increase in horse power and that if I was going to change the motor that I
might as well go with the 5vz with or without the super charger it would still be one hell of a
motor in my first gen runner. Stinkyfab builds another buggy. Apr 25, , PM by Mountainman Jun
14, , PM by FjordWarrden. Article may contain affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate I earn
from qualifying purchases. The 4 cylinder 2. The majority of the applications that this engine
was used in were not for North America. In North America, the most common uses of this
engine were in the Toyota pickup truck from until and in the Toyota 4Runner from until In
addition to being used in these applications, the engine was also placed in the Toyota Hilux,
Celica, and Corona, in addition to the Volkswagen Taro, which was essentially a re-badged
Toyota Hilux. The 22R was first available in with the 22RE becoming available in One major
change that occurred on the 22R when the 22RE was introduced was that both engines
switched from having a dual-row timing chain to having a single-row timing chain. In the

engines had another major overhaul, with essentially all major parts being changed in one way
or another. The post engine version was then in production for quite some time. The engine was
available until in the Toyota Hilux, pick and 4Runner, while the engine remained available 2
more years until in the Volkswagen Taro. This is an engine that is still well known for its
durability. Many that drove this engine say that it was the best Toyota every built, despite the
fact that it was not an overpowering engine. Does your 22RE need to be freshened up? Check
out the Evergreen Toyota 2. This was the case until the already mentioned major change in In
the max horsepower increased to at the same engine speed while the peak torque was lb-ft at
RPM. The engine is 2. The cylinder bore was measured at 3. The original 22RE was a cast iron
engine. Another feature of this engine that helped with the durability was the use of soft piston
rings. This allowed the cylinder bores to avoid ridges throughout the life of the engine. The
valvetrain on this engine used a conventional push rod setup with the camshaft in the block.
The 4 cylinder engine had 1 intake and 1 exhaust valve per cylinder, for a total of 8 valves. The
Toyota 22RE provides the most important thing that people want out of their engine, reliability.
Although the engine was phased out in , it is likely that many of these engines are still on the
road as there are reports of this engine reaching kk miles, with some reports of an engine
reaching 1 million miles. Although the engine has limited amount of power, with the most ever
seen coming in at horsepower, these durability numbers helped to build a quality name for
Toyota that is still alive to this day. Your personal data will be used to support your experience
throughout this website, to manage access to your account, and for other purposes described
in our privacy policy. Bore and hone block with torque Plate with moly finish. Sign In Login
Form. Register Form. Thrust Bearings. Oil Pump. Full Gasket Set. Timing Cover. Brass Freeze
Plugs. Oversize Valves. Bronze Guides and Stems. Comp Camshaft Duration AT. Deck cylinder
block parallel to main line with CBN. Re-size connecting rods with new pin bushings. H
2017 tacoma manual
jetta1 8 turbo
ferrari 458 manual
ang and align new pistons onto connecting rods. Line hone main line. Fully balanced
assembly!!! We will not accept any product that appears to have been used, unless there is a
valid warranty issue documented. Please return items in their original packaging to prevent
damage during shipping. Custom ordered parts may not be returned. Customer is responsible
for the return freight fees to get the product back to us. Please call for return authorization, and
we will provide the paperwork necessary for the freight carriers. This will allow you to take
advantage of our highly discounted shipping rates. The freight charge will be deducted from
any credit issued. All returns are subject to inspection. Returned items will be inspected within
14 business days. Ship your item back to Us S. Related Products. Performance Engines , Toyota
Engines. Toyota Engine 3VZE 3. Cylinder Heads , Toyota Engines. Search for Engines and Parts
By make, model, keyword, part number, or sku. Find Engines and Parts.

